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An Efficient Ride-Sharing Framework
for Maximizing Shared Route
Na Ta , Guoliang Li , Tianyu Zhao, Jianhua Feng, Hanchao Ma, and Zhiguo Gong
Abstract—Ride-sharing (RS) has great values in saving energy and alleviating traffic pressure. Existing studies can be improved for
better efficiency. Therefore, we propose a new ride-sharing model, where each driver has a requirement that if the driver shares a ride
with a rider, the shared route percentage (i.e., the ratio of the shared route’s distance to the driver’s total travel distance) exceeds an
expectation rate of the driver, e.g., 0.8. We consider two variants of this problem. The first considers multiple drivers and multiple riders
and aims to compute driver-rider pairs to maximize the overall shared route percentage (SRP). We model this problem as the maximum
weighted bigraph matching problem, where the vertices are drivers and riders, edges are driver-rider pairs, and edge weights are
driver-rider’s SRP. However, it is rather expensive to compute the SRP values for large numbers of driver-rider pairs on road networks.
To address this problem, we propose an efficient method to prune many unnecessary driver-rider pairs and avoid computing the SRP
values for every pair. To improve the efficiency, we propose an approximate method with error bound guarantee. The basic idea is that
we compute an upper bound and a lower bound for each driver-rider pair in constant time. Then, we estimate an upper bound and a
lower bound of the graph matching. Next, we select some driver-rider pairs, compute their real shortest-route distance, and update the
lower and upper bounds of the maximum graph matching. We repeat above steps until the ratio of the upper bound to the lower bound
is not larger than a given approximate rate. The second considers multiple drivers and a single rider and aims to find the top-k drivers
for the rider with the largest SRP. We first prune a large number of drivers that cannot meet the SRP requirements. Then, we propose a
best-first algorithm that progressively selects the drivers with high probability to be in the top-k results and prunes the drivers that
cannot be in the top-k results. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority of our method.
Index Terms—Ride-sharing, shared route percentage, bigraph matching, join-based sharing, search-based sharing
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

HE

sharing economy is booming with the Internet as the
information carrier [1], [2]. In a sharing economy we
aim to improve resource utilization by sharing the resource
for multiple users. The shared resources include accommodation (e.g., Airbnb [3]), urban trip (e.g., Uber [4]), etc.
In this paper, we focus on the ride-sharing problem. We
consider a new service called hitch in Uber [4] and Didi [5]. In
the hitch service, there are a large number of part-time drivers, where each driver intends to drive from a source location
to a destination and is willing to share the vehicle with a
rider. If a driver shares the vehicle with a rider, the driver
needs to first drive to the source of the rider from the driver’s
source, then drive to the destination of the rider from the
rider’s source (which is called the shared route between the
driver and the rider), and finally drive to the destination of
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the driver from the rider’s destination. The shared route percentage (SRP) is the ratio of the shared-route distance to the
total route distance (i.e., the sum of the distances of the three
parts). Since the driver must drive on the road networks, we
consider the road-network distance and we assume that the
driver will select the shortest route between two locations.
Usually, the driver has a requirement that the SRP value
must exceed an expectation value, e.g., 0.8, to guarantee a
high sharing utility.
There are two variants of the ride-sharing (RS) problem.
(1)

Join-basedRS. There are a group of drivers and a
group of riders and it aims to compute the driverrider pairs that maximize the overall SRP. The
Join-basedRS is suitable for peak-time traffic, where
the numbers of riders and drivers are large and the
join-based matching is a reasonable choice.
(2) Search-basedRS. There are a group of drivers and a
single rider, and it aims to compute the top-k drivers
for the rider with the largest SRP values. The
Search-basedRS can be used in the one-by-one serving mode where each rider expects instant response.
Search-basedRS optimizes the local matching for an
individual rider while Join-basedRS optimizes the global
matching for all riders. Our problems are different from traditional full-time driver services in Uber in that ðiÞ those
drivers are hired to complete riders’ trips and drivers themselves have no traveling requirements; ðiiÞ those servers
aim to maximize the number of served riders while we aim
to maximize the overall resource being shared by drivers
and riders, because it is reasonable for drivers as resource
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To summarize, we make the following contributions.
(1)

Fig. 1. Running example.

(i.e., vehicles) owners to demand a higher resource sharing
rate according to which they are compensated.

Example 1. Fig. 1. presents a running example. There are a
group of drivers, d1 –d3 (source, destination, sharing
requirement), and a group of riders, r1 –r4 (source, destination) on an urban road network. Solid lines are road segments and the numbers indicate road distances. For rider
r1 , the SRP (0.524) for d2 and r1 does not meet d2 ’s requirement(0.6), therefore d2 is an invalid driver for r1 . In contrast, the SRP requirements of both d1 and d3 are met,
therefore they are valid drivers for r1 . We use the driverrider pair hd1 ; r1 i to denote that driver d1 picks up rider r1 .
For Join-basedRS, we want to find a set of driver-rider
pairs that maximize the overall SRP . hd1 ; r1 i, hd2 ; r3 i and
hd3 ; r2 i are the optimal matching of drivers and riders that
maximizes the overall SRP value. For Search-basedRS,
given rider r3 , d1 , d2 and d3 are valid drivers, and d2 is the
top-1 driver with the largest SRP value.
The performance is rather crucial in ride sharing because
the riders will not wait for long time and we require to
compute the driver-rider pairs within a minute [4], [5]. To
meet such requirement, we propose an efficient ride-sharing
framework. For Join-basedRS, we model this problem as the
maximum weighted bigraph matching problem, where the
vertices are drivers and riders, edges are driver-rider pairs,
and edge weights are driver-rider’ SRP values. However it is
rather expensive to compute the SRP values for large numbers of driver-rider pairs on road networks. To address this
problem, we propose an efficient method to prune many
unnecessary driver-rider pairs and avoid computing the SRP
values for such pairs. To further improve the efficiency, we
propose an approximate method with any given approximate rate. The basic idea is that we compute an upper bound
and a lower bound for each driver-rider pair in constant time.
Then we estimate an upper bound and a lower bound of the
maximum graph matching. Next we select some driver-rider
pairs, compute their real shortest-route distances, and update
the lower bound and upper bound of the graph matching. We
repeat the above steps until the ratio of the upper bound to
the lower bound is not larger than the given approximate
rate. For Search-basedRS, we first prune a large number of
drivers that cannot meet the SRP requirements. Then we propose a best-first method that progressively selects the drivers
with high probability to be in the top-k results and prune the
drivers that cannot be in the top-k results. Extensive experimental results on real-life datasets demonstrate the efficiency
and quality of our method.

We formally define the Join-basedRS and SearchbasedRS problems and propose an effective and efficient ride-sharing framework.
(2) We devise an efficient exact algorithm to compute the
optimal driver-rider pairs. We propose an approximate algorithm that can efficiently compute the
driver-rider pairs with any given approximate rate.
(3) We develop a best-first method for the SearchbasedRS problem to efficiently compute the top-k
drivers for a rider.
(4) We have conducted an extensive set of experiments on
real-world datasets. Experimental results show that
our algorithms achieve high quality and efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem is formalized in Section 2. Section 3 introduces an exact
algorithm for Join-basedRS. An approximate solution for
Join-basedRS is developed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
the solution for Search-basedRS. Experimental results are
reported in Section 6. Related works are reviewed in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

PROBLEM FORMULATION

We first introduce the preliminaries (Section 2.1) and then
formally define the problem of ride sharing (Section 2.2).

2.1 Preliminaries
We use a graph GhV; Ei to model a road network, where
each vertex v 2 V denotes a geo-location (e.g., road intersection), and each edge ðu; vÞ 2 E is a road segment with an
associated weight, e.g., road distance or traveling time. A
route in a road network G is a connected path, and the route
distance is the sum of the distance of each edge on the route.
Given two vertices u; v, there are multiple routes between
them and we assume that drivers will take the shortest
route between the two vertices and use dðu; vÞ to denote
their shortest-route distance. We use route and distance to
respectively refer to the shortest route and shortest-route
distance for simplicity when the context is clear.
3
Definition 1 (Rider). A rider rj ¼ ðr"
j ; rj Þ plans to travel
"
from source location rj to destination location r3
j by taking a
shared ride with a driver di .
3
Definition 2 (Driver). A driver di ¼ ðd"
i ; di ; pi Þ plans to
"
travel from a source location di to a destination location d3
i ,
and is willing to share the ride with a rider rj if the shared route
percentage pðdi ; rj Þ is above pi , where,

pðdi ; rj Þ ¼

3
dðr"
j ; rj Þ

3 3
"
" 3
dðd"
i ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; di Þ

:

(1)

Here we assume each driver shares the vehicle with only
one rider, because ðiÞ picking up multiple riders may violate
the driver’s own interest as the driver most likely works in a
part-time basis at his/her own convenience to compensate
the traffic cost, and ðiiÞ it may not be user-friendly to share
between multiple riders due to the detours incurred for picking up other riders. Suppose driver di shares the ride with
rider rj , they form a driver-rider pair hdi ; rj i. We want to
quantify how di and rj share the ride. The driver first drives
"
to the rider’s source location r"
j from his/her own source di ,
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TABLE 1
Notations
Symbol
D ¼ fdi g
R ¼ frj g
hdi ; rj i
pðdi ; rj Þ
pi
p0
dð; Þ
p
dj 0
Px
P
C
Cj
Ckj
D"
j
D3
j
C~j
C~

Meaning
3
drivers set, di ¼ ðd"
i ; d i ; pi Þ
3
riders set, rj ¼ ðr"
;
r
j Þ
j

The
The
A driver-rider pair
The shared route percentage of di and rj
The SRP requirement of di
The minimum pi , i.e., p0 ¼ minfpi g
The shortest-route distance for two vertices
3
ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ
A matching plan for Join-basedRS
The optimal plan for Join-basedRS
fhdi ; rj ijpðdi ; rj Þ  pi ; 8di 2 D; 8rj 2 Rg
fdi jpðdi ; rj Þ  pi ; 8di 2 Dg
Ckj  Cj , jCkj j ¼ k, 8di 2 Ckj ; 8di 2 Cj nCkj ; pðdi ; rj Þ  pðdi ; rj Þ
p
"
fdi jdðd"
dj 0 g for rj
i ; rj Þ
p
3 3
fdi jdðdi ; rj Þ dj 0 g for rj
3
D"
\
D
j
j
3
[rj 2R fhdi ; rj ijdi 2 D"
j \ Dj g

then drives to the rider’s destination r3
j , and finally drives to
his/her own destination d3
j . Thus there are three sub-routes
"
traveled by di : the first is from d"
i to rj , the second is the
to
r3
shared route of rj and di , i.e., from r"
j , and the last is
j
3
3
3
"
from rj to di . The route from rj to rj is shared by the driver
3
and rider. Intuitively, the larger dðr"
j ; ri Þ the better. Thus we
define the shared route percentage by Equation (1). A driver
di will only share the ride with a rider when the shared percentage is above di ’s threshold pi , where pi 2 ½0; 1.
We assume the source and destination locations of each
driver and rider are on vertices in the road network. If the
locations are not on vertices, we find their closest vertices.
Since each road segment is very short, e.g., 50 meters, this
method is widely used in existing works [6].

Example 2. In Fig. 1, the road network G has 15 vertices and
16 edges. There are three drivers: d1 ¼ ðv1 ; v11 ; 0:55Þ, d2 ¼
ðv5 ; v4 ; 0:60Þ and d3 ¼ ðv1 ; v6 ; 0:60Þ, and four riders: r1 ¼
ðv2 ; v10 Þ, r2 ¼ ðv1 ; v3 Þ, r3 ¼ ðv1 ; v4 Þ and r4 ¼ ðv13 ; v14 Þ. The
distance of r1 ’s route, ðv2 v3 v6 v9 v10 Þ, is 11. For driver-rider
3
" "
" 3
pair hd1 ; r1 i, pðd1 ; r1 Þ ¼ dðr"
1 ; r1 Þ=ðdðd1 ; r1 Þ þ dðr1 ; r1 Þ þ
3
dðr3
1 ; d1 ÞÞ ¼ 11=ð2 þ 11 þ 1Þ ¼ 0:786. Since pðd1 ; r1 Þ > p1 ,
d1 can share a ride with r1 .
2.2 Problem Formulation
Next we formulate the ride sharing problem. Table 1 lists
the notations used in this paper.
Join-based Ride Sharing. First, we consider the case that
there are many available drivers, and multiple riders want
to take shared rides simultaneously. We aim to assign each
rider rj to a valid driver di where pðdi ; rj Þ  pi , in order to
maximize the overall shared route percentage. Let D ¼ fdi g
and R ¼ frj g denote the set of drivers and the set of riders
respectively. We use C ¼ fðdi ; rj Þjpðdi ; rj Þ  pi g to denote
the set of valid driver-rider pairs, and use Cj to denote the
set of valid drivers for rider rj .
Then we construct a weighted bigraph GðGR ; GD ; GE Þ
based on the valid pairs, where GR is the set of riders R and
GD is the set of drivers D. There is an edge between di and rj
if pðdi ; rj Þ  pi and the weight is pðdi ; rj Þ. Then we aim to
find a subgraph from the bigraph, which corresponds to a
set of driver-rider pairs such that one rider is assigned to at

Fig. 2. Bigraph G.

most one driver and one driver is allocated with at most
one rider. We call such subgraph a matching plan.

Definition 3 (Matching Plan). A matching plan Px is a subgraph of G if no two edges share a common bigraph vertex.
Obviously we aim to find the matching plan with the
largest overall weight, i.e., the sum of weights of edges in
the matching plan. We call such plan the optimal matching
plan. Next we define the join-based ride-sharing problem.

Definition 4 (Join-basedRS). Given a set of drivers D ¼ fdi g
and a set of riders R ¼ frj g on a road network G, find the optimal plan P  , among all possible matching plans, that maximizes the following objective function
X
pðdi ; rj Þ:
(2)
P  ¼ arg max
Px

8hdi ;rj i2Px

The complexity of join-based ride sharing is polynomial
and we propose an algorithm in cubic time (Section 3). Since
the algorithm cannot scale to large datasets, we propose an
approximate solution in quasi-linear complexity (Section 4).

Example 3. Given the drivers/riders sets in Fig. 1, for
Join-basedRS, Fig. 2 shows a bigraph with valid pairs
fhd1 ; r1 i; hd1 ; r3 i; hd2 ; r2 i; hd2 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r1 i; hd3 ; r2 i; hd3 ; r3 ig.
The numbers on edges are the shared route percentage values of the driver-rider pairs, and the number to
the left of di is pi . P1 ¼ fhd1 ; r3 i; hd2 ; r2 i; hd3 ; r1 ig is a
matching plan, and the sum of the shared route percentages is pðd1 ; r3 Þ þ pðd2 ; r2 Þ þ pðd3 ; r1 Þ ¼ 0:533 þ 0:6 þ
0647 ¼ 1:78. Rider r4 has no valid driver. P  ¼ fhd1 ; r1 i;
hd2 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r2 ig is the optimal matching plan with the
largest weight, 2.253.
Search-based Ride Sharing. Second, we consider the case
that there are many drivers and a rider comes and requires
to find top-k drivers with the largest SRP. The complexity of
search-based ride sharing is polynomial and we propose an
algorithm in quasi-linear complexity (Section 5).

Definition 5 (Search-basedRS). For rider rj on a road network G, find a k-size valid driver set Ckj ¼ fdi g,where
(1)
(2)

Ckj  Cj , jCkj j ¼ k, and
8di 2 Ckj ; 8di 2 Cj nCkj ; pðdi ; rj Þ  pðdi ; rj Þ.

Example 4. Given the drivers/riders sets in Fig. 1, for
Search-basedRS, the valid driver set for rider r3 is
C3 ¼ fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g, d2 is the top-1 matching driver for r3
since pðd2 ; r3 Þ > pðd3 ; r3 Þ > pðd1 ; r3 Þ.

3

EXACT METHOD FOR JOIN-BASED RS

For Join-basedRS, a straightforward method enumerates
every driver-rider pair, removes the invalid pairs, constructs
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a bigraph with the valid pairs, and utilizes the maximum
weighted bigraph matching algorithm to compute the
results. However it is rather expensive to compute the shortest route for every pair. Thus we propose an effective algorithm to prune large numbers of invalid pairs and avoid
computing their shortest routes in Section 3.1. We then introduce a framework to utilize the bigraph matching algorithms
to compute the optimal matching plan in Section 3.2.

3.1 Invalid Pair Pruning
For each rider rj , a valid driver dj should satisfy that
pðdi ; rj Þ ¼

dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" "
" 3
;d3
Þ
dðdi ;rj Þþdðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
j
i

the expression, we have
"
dðd"
i ; rj Þ
3
dðr3
j ; di Þ

 pi . After rearranging



 

1
3
 1 d r"
;
r
j
j
pi

 

1
3
:
 1 d r"
j ; rj
pi

(3)
(4)

Therefore, we do not need to iterate over the whole
driver set D, but only consider two much smaller subsets
that satisfy Equations (3) and (4) respectively, the intersection of which is the valid set of drivers for rj . The network
3
distance of the shared route between di and rj , dðr"
j ; rj Þ,
can be calculated using any shortest route algorithm, e.g.,
Dijkstra or G-tree [6]. However, as pi is driver-specific, the
righthand sides of Equations (3) and (4) are unknown given
only rider rj . To address this issue, we set a global threshold
p0 , which is the minimum value among all drivers, i.e.,
p0 pi ; 8di 2 D. p0 is practical as a driver is unlikely to
share the trip if the route shared with a rider is only negligible. Then Equations (3) and (4) are loosened into

 

1
"
" 3
;
r
Þ

1
d
r
;
r
(5)
dðd"
j
i
j
j
p0

 

1
3 3
3
:
(6)
 1 d r"
dðrj ; di Þ
j ; rj
p0
3
We use D"
j and Dj to denote driver sets that satisfy
Equations (5) and (6) for rj respectively. Then we can con3
struct a candidate set C~ ¼ fhdi ; rj ijdi 2 D"
j \ Dj ; 8rj 2 Rg.
~ is complete, i.e., C  C.
~ Theorem 1 guarWe can prove that C
~
antees the completeness of C.

Fig. 3. The driver-rider Pairs.
3
3
pi > p0 . That is, dðr3
ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; di0 Þ
j ; rj Þ. This is
contradictory with the hypothesis.
Therefore, for any driver-rider pair hdi0 ; rj i 2 C, it
~ Thus, C  C,
~ and C
~ is complete. t
u
holds that hdi0 ; rj i 2 C.

Example 5. In our running example, the straightforward
method enumerates all the 3 4 driver-rider pairs, i.e.,
fhd1 ; r1 i; hd1 ; r2 i; . . . ; hd3 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r4 ig, and computes all the
pair-wise SRP to generate the candidate set as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Using Equations (5) and (6), we get D"
1 ¼
3
"
¼
fd
;
d
g
for
rider
r
;
D
¼
fd
;
d
g,
D
fd1 ; d3 g, D3
1 3
1
2 3
1
2 ¼
2
3
"
fd2 ; d3 g for r2 ; D3 ¼ fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g, D3 ¼ fd1 ; d2 ; d3 g for r3 ;
3
3
"
"
~
and D"
4 ¼ f, D4 ¼ f for r4 . So C ¼ ðD1 \ D1 Þ [    [ ðD4 \
3
D4 Þ ¼ fhd1 ;r1 i;hd1 ; r3 i;hd2 ;r2 i;hd2 ;r3 i;hd3 ;r1 i;hd3 ;r2 i;hd3 ; r3 ig.
We only need to compute the shared percentage for the
~ The computation cost is greatly reduced
seven pairs in C.
as a number of expensive shortest route calculations are
avoided (the pairs connected with dotted lines in Fig. 3).
3.2 The Framework for Join-basedRS
We propose to compute the optimal matching plan.
(1)

Candidate Set Generation.

(1.1)

3
dj 0 ¼ ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ and compute the drivers
whose distances from source locations to r"
j are
p
within dj 0 , and the set of these drivers is exactly
p
"
" "
dj 0 g. To find such
D"
j , i.e., Dj ¼ fdi jdðdi ; rj Þ
drivers, we can utilize the Dijkstra algorithm
from r"
j . We can also utilize an index based
method. We first use the spatial index, e.g., grids
or quadtree, to compute the drivers whose
Euclidean distance from source locations to r"
j
p
are within dj 0 . Then for each of such drivers, we
utilize the road network index, e.g., G-tree, to
compute its shortest route distance to r"
j , i.e.,
"
dðd"
i ; rj Þ, and if the road distance is not larger
p

Theorem 1. The candidate driver-rider set C~ ¼ fhdi ; rj ij di 2
3
~
D"
j \ Dj ; 8rj 2 Rg is complete, i.e., C  C, where C ¼ fhdi ;
rj ijpðdi ; rj Þ  pi g.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose a rider rj has a
valid driver di0 , it holds that hdi0 ; rj i 2 C. If C~ did not con3
"
"
1
tain hdi0 ; rj i, it follows that dðd"
i0 ; rj Þ > ðp0  1Þdðrj ; rj Þ,
3
" 3
1
or dðr3
j ; di0 Þ > ðp0  1Þdðrj ; rj Þ.
3
" "
If it is dðdi0 ; rj Þ > ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ (the hypothesis),
dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" "
" 3
dðd 0 ;rj Þþdðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
;d3
Þ
j
i
i0
" 3
dðrj ;rj Þ
0
i0
;r" Þþdðr"
;r3
Þ
dðd"
j
j
i0 j

given pðdi0 ; rj Þ ¼
lows that

3
ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ.

is

(1.2)

 pi0  p0 , it fol-

contradictory

with

the

hypothesis.
3
" 3
1
If it is dðr3
j ; di0 Þ > ðp0  1Þdðrj ; rj Þ (the hypothesis),
given pðdi0 ; rj Þ  pi0  p0 , it follows that

dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" 3
dðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
;d3
Þ
j
i0

>

than dj 0 , we add it into D"
j .
3
Computing Dj . This process is similar to computp0
ing D"
j . For each rider rj , we calculate dj and
compute the drivers whose distances to destinap0
tion locations of r3
j are within dj , and the set of
3
¼ fdi j
these drivers is exactly Dj , i.e., D3
j
p0
3
;
d
Þ
d
g.
dðr3
j
i
j
~ Next, we compute the candidate
Computing C.
driver set C~j of rider rj by intersecting the two
3
3
"
~
sets D"
j and Dj , i.e., Cj ¼ Dj \ Dj . Then we
~ ¼ [r 2R
can get the candidate driver-rider set C
j
~
fhdi ; rj ijdi 2 Cj g.
p

"
 p  p , i.e., dðd"
i0 ; rj Þ

This

Computing D"
j . For each rider rj , we calculate

(1.3)
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we employ a list index structure to group drivers based on
road vertices. For each road vertex va we create two lists:
one is the source list L" ðva Þ, which contains drivers that
starts from va , the other is the destination list L3 ðva Þ, which
contains drivers that end their trips at va .
p
For rider rj , if road vertex va is within dj 0 distance to r"
j ,
then all drivers in L" ðva Þ are directly added to D"
j ; if road
p
vertex va is within dj 0 distance to r3
j , then all drivers in
3
.
Therefore,
we can avoid
L ðva Þ are directly added to D3
j
"
;
r
Þ
for
every
driver in
the duplicate computation of dðd"
i
j
3
3
;
d
Þ
for
every
driver
in
L
ðv
Þ.
L" ðva Þ, or dðr3
a
j
i

Example 7. Given the drivers/riders sets in Fig. 1, for rider
p
r1 , road vertex v1 is within d1 0 distance to r"
1 , therefore,
the two drivers starting at v1 , d1 and d3 , are added to D"
1
together. Recall that in Example 6, we have to compute
p0
"
" "
dðd"
1 ; rj Þ and dðd3 ; rj Þ and compare them to d1 separately, which is unnecessary, and avoided by driver
grouping.

Fig. 4. Exact algorithm for Join-basedRS.

~
Constructing the bigraph. For each pair hdi ; rj i in C,
we compute the real SRP pðdi ; rj Þ of di and rj .
If pðdi ; rj Þ  pi , we add an edge between di and rj in
the bigraph.
(3) Computing the optimal matching plan. The JoinbasedRS (see Definition 4) problem is essencially a
maximum weighted bigraph matching problem [7].
We use the minimal cost network flow algorithm [8],
[9] to compute the optimal matching plan P  .
Algorithm 1 (as shown in Fig. 4) shows the pseudo code
of the exact algorithm for Join-basedRS. The algorithm first
uses function CandidateSetGen (line 2) to generate the candidate set C~ of driver-rider pairs. For each rider rj , function
p0
3
CandidateSetGen computes D"
j and Dj using dj (lines 43
"
5), then intersects Dj and Dj to identify candidate drivers
for rj and merges such candidate driver-rider pairs to pro~ (line 6). Next, the algorithm builds the bigraph G
duce C
~
from C (line 3), where an edge between driver di and rider
rj is added if pðdi ; rj Þ  pi . Finally, the algorithm employs
graph matching techniques to compute the optimal matching plan (line 4).
(2)

Example 6. Given the drivers/riders sets in Fig. 1, the
CandidateSetGenðÞ function first computes D"
1 ¼ fd1 ;
3
"
¼
fd
;
d
g;
.
.
.
;
D
¼
f,
D
¼
f
for
riders
r1 to
d3 g, D3
1
3
1
4
4
~ " \ D3 [    [ D" \ D3 ¼ fhd1 ; r1 i;
r4 . Then CD
1
1
4
4
hd1 ; r3 i; hd2 ; r2 i; hd2 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r1 i; hd3 ; r2 i; hd3 ; r3 ig.
Then, the OptimalMatchðÞ function computes the
optimal matching plan for the bigraph G constructed
~ P  ¼ fhd1 ; r1 i; hd2 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r2 ig.
from C.
Driver Grouping. Given two drivers di and di0 , if their
source or destination locations are at the same road vertex,
for each rider, we do not want to compute its shared route
percentage with di and di0 repeatedly. To address this issue,

Complexity. We first analyze the complexity of computing
~ If we utilize the Dijkstra algorithm, the complexity is
C.
OðjEjlog ðjV jÞÞ. If we utilize the index, suppose the candidate set that uses the grid index to get the candidates within
3
~0
Euclidean distance ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ is C . The complexity to
generate such candidates is jC~0 j. Suppose we use the hierarchical structure G-tree to compute the shortest routes,
where the road network is considered as a graph and partitioned into sub-graphs to store in tree nodes, with associating shortest inter-sub-graph distances. The assembly-based
method is applied to ensure that the complexity is
Oðlog f jVl j jV jÞ (where f is the fan-out and l is the number
of vertices in the leaf nodes of G-tree), and the complexity
~ is Oðlog f jV j jV jjCjÞ.
~ The complexity of a
of computing C
l
bigraph matching algorithm is Oðn2 mÞ, where n is the number of vertices, and m is the number of edges of the bigraph.
Thus the complexity to find the optimal matching plan is
~ Accordingly, the overall complexity is
OððjRj þ jDjÞ2 jCjÞ.
jV j
0
~ þ ðjRj þ jDjÞ2 jCjÞ.
~
~
OðjC j þ log f l jV jjCj

4

APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR JOIN-BASED RS

The exact method still needs to compute the SRP values
for each valid driver-rider pair hdi ; rj i. It will be rather
expensive if there are large numbers of valid pairs, because
it requires to compute the shortest routes for these pairs.
To address this issue, we propose an approximate method
in Section 4.1 that uses upper/lower bounds of SRP
(Section 4.2) to avoid the expensive shortest route computations and quickly generate the candidate set. It then gradually
computes the real road-network distances for some pairs and
shrinks the difference between the upper and lower bound
until their ratio is not larger than a given threshold.

4.1 The Framework of the Approximate Method
Existing approximation method for maximum weight
matching [10] are mainly designed for graphs with known
edge weights, therefore, they are not suitable for providing
approximate solusions for Join-basedRS, where we would
like to compute as few edge weights as possible. Therefore,
we propose a two-stage approximate method. First, we
construct two bigraphs that bounds the accurate answer P 
within range ½LBðP Þ; UBðP Þ. Then, we gradually update
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Fig. 5. Approximate algorithm for Join-basedRS.

certain edges in the bound graphs into exact SRP values, so
that LBðP Þ and UBðP Þ can converge to a predefined threshÞ
t. The final LBðP Þ value is the bounded
old t, i.e., UBðP
LBðP Þ
P
t.
approximate answer to P  , and LBðP
Þ
(1)

Constructing bound graphs. For each driver-rider
~ we want to avoid the calculation of
pair hdi ; rj i 2 C,
pðdi ; rj Þ that involves expensive shortest route computation. Instead, we devise a partition-based road network index to estimate the upper bound UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ
and the lower bound LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ for each pair hdi ; rj i
(Section 4.2).
Then we construct two bigraphs using these
bounds: the upper bound bigraph GU ðGUR ; GUD ; GUE Þ and
the lower bound bigraph GL ðGLR ; GLD ; GLE Þ, as follows:

If UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ < pi , di cannot be a valid driver
for rj , no edge is added to either GU or GL .
(1.2) If LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ  pi , di must be a valid driver for
rj , we add rj to GUR and GLR , add dj to GUD and GLD ,
and add an edge hdi ; rj i into GUE and GLE , where
the weights of the edges are UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ and
LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ respectively.
(1.3) Otherwise, LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ < pi UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ, di can
be a valid driver, it should be tested in order not
to miss possible matching results, thus we apply
the same logic to rj , di and hdi ; rj i as in case (1.2).
(2) Incremental bounds convergence.
(1.1)

(2.1)

Estimating initial upper bound for P  . We first compute the sum of the P
maximum edge weight of
each rider: UBðPR Þ ¼ rj 2GU maxhdi ;rj i2GU pðdi ; rj Þ
R
E
using the upper bound graph; then we compute
the sum of the maximum
edge weight of each
P
driver: UBðPD Þ ¼ di 2GU maxhdi ;rj i2GU pðdi ; rj Þ using
D
E
the upper bound graph. Then the initial upper
bound of P  is: UBðP Þ ¼ minfUBðPR Þ; UBðPD Þg.
UBðP Þ is a valid upper bound of P  because
when computing UBðPR Þ and UBðPD Þ, the maximum edge weight of each rider and each driver is
always used even if some maximum edges of
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different riders may have the same driver, or some
maximum edges of different drivers may have the
same rider, while in P  such repetition is not
allowed. Therefore, it holds that UBðPR Þ > P  ,
UBðPD Þ > P  , therefore, UBðP Þ > P  .
(2.2) Estimating initial lower bound for P  . We perform a
greedy algorithm over the riders set GLR . For each
rider rj , we choose the edge between rj and all the
candidate drivers with the maximum weight, say
hdm ; rj i, add the weight value LBðpðdm ; rj ÞÞ to
LBðP Þ. Then we remove rj from GLR and dm from
GLD , and their associated edges. This process is
repeated until there is no edge in GLE , and the
acquired LBðP Þ is the initial lower bound for P  .
LBðP Þ is a valid lower bound of P  because the
best case result by the greedy algorithm is P  ,
therefore, LBðP Þ P  .
(2.3) Updating crucial edges. For each edge hdi ; rj i, we
compute the bounds difference: UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ 
LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ, and sort the differences of all edges
in a descending order. Edges with higher bound
differences are crucial: if their exact shared percentage values are computed and updated into
GU and GL , UBðP Þ and LBðP Þ can converge faster
to each other. So we incrementally update h edges
with the h largest bound differences each time.
For each updated edge hdi ; rj i, if pðdi ; rj Þ < pi ,
the corresponding edges are removed from both
GU and GL . Otherwise, the corresponding edge
weights in GU and GL are updated from UBðp
ðdi ; rj ÞÞ and LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ into pðdi ; rj Þ.
(2.4) Graph bounds convergence. We re-calculate UBðP Þ
Þ
and LBðP Þ using the updated edges. If UBðP
t,
LBðP Þ
the process terminates, and LBðP Þ is the approximate answer for P  . Otherwise, we repeat step
(2.3), compute another h shared percentage valÞ
t,
ues and update the bounds again, until UBðP
LBðP Þ
L
or all edges in G are exact values (no approximate answer), for which the exact matching
method can be applied to compute P  .
Algorithm 2 (as shown in Fig. 5) shows the pseudo code of
the approximate algorithm for Join-basedRS. The algorithm
first creates a partition-based road network index (Section 4.2)
to facilitate estimating the upper bounds and lower bounds of
shared route percentage (line 2), then it builds the upper
bound bigraph GU and the lower bound bigraph GL (line 3),
where edges are the upper bounds and lower bounds of corre~ Next, the algorithm assigns
sponding driver-rider pairs in C.
the smaller value of UBðPR Þ and UBðPD Þ as the upper bound
UBðP Þ of matching result P  , and the greedy matching result
LBðP Þ as the lower bound of P  (line 4). During the bound
convergence (lines 5-9), weights of h crucial edges are
updated to exact SRP values in both GU and GL (line 6), UBðP Þ
and LBðP Þ are updated accordingly (line 7). If UBðP Þ and
LBðP Þ can converge to a ratio within t, LBðP Þ is returned as
the approximate answer (line 9); otherwise, the exact matching method is used to compute P  (line 10).

Example 8. We demonstrate how Algorithm 2 works given
the drivers/riders sets in Fig. 1. We first construct the lower
bound and upper bound bigraph using bounds of each
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~ The edges in GU and GL are the same:
driver-rider pair in C.
fhd1 ; r1 i; hd1 ; r3 i; hd2 ; r2 i; hd2 ; r3 i; hd3 ; r1 i; hd3 ; r2 i; hd3 ; r3 ig,
with edge weights being UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ and LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ
respectively. Initially UBðP Þ ¼ 2:4, LBðP Þ ¼ 1:6. Suppose
Þ
t ¼ 1:3, h ¼ 1. Since UBðP
LBðP Þ ¼ 1:5 > t, we select h crucial
edge hd2 ; r2 i, the real pðd2 ; r2 Þ ¼ 0:6, and update corresponding edge weights in GU and GL . Next we reevaluate the graph bounds and get UBðP Þ ¼ 2:3,
Þ
process terminates
LBðP Þ ¼ 1:8. Now UBðP
LBðP Þ ¼ 1:28 < t, the
P
2:253
¼
and the approximate answer is 1.8. LBðP
Þ
1:8 ¼ 1:25 < t.
Complexity. It takes OðjGUE jÞ and OðjGLE jÞ time to build the
upper and lower bound bigraphs. The time consumption of
bound estimation is OðmaxfjRj; jDjgÞ for UBðP Þ, and OðjRjÞ
for LBðP Þ. Suppose the algorithm terminates in y iterations
and the complexity to compute the shortest route between a
pair is Oðlog f jVl j jV jÞ by the G-tree algorithm [6]. Then the
update cost is Oðyh log f jVl j jV jÞ. The total complexity is
Oðyh log f jVl j jV j þ yðjRj þ jDjÞÞ.

4.2 Bound Estimation
4.2.1 Upper/Lower Bounds of Network Distance
3
Lower Bound of Distance of dðr"
j ; rj Þ. We can utilize the
Euclidean distance to compute the lower bound of
3
" 3
dðr"
j ; rj Þ, i.e., LBðdðrj ; rj ÞÞ, for any two locations. The time
and space complexities are both Oð1Þ.
3
Upper Bound of Distance of dðr"
j ; rj Þ. We first partition the
road network G into a set of sub-graphs, and each sub-graph
has a pivotal vertex. For each sub-graph, we maintain the minimum distance from each vertex to the pivotal vertex. For any
two sub-graphs, we keep the distance between their pivotal
vertices. Then given any two vertices, if they are in the same
subgraph, we can utilize the sum of their distances to the pivotal vertex as the upper bound based on the triangle inequality. If they are in different subgraphs, we can utilize the sum
of their distances to their pivotal vertices and the distance of
the two pivotal vertices based on the triangle inequality. Next
we formally introduce how to estimate an upper bound.
Graph partition. We use existing graph partition technique
(e.g., Metis [11]) to partition the road network GhV; Ei into a
set of disjoint sub-graphs: S G ¼ fGp hVp ; Ep ij1 p jS G jg
with the following properties: (1) V ¼ [1 p jSG j Vp , (2) for
any two sub-graphs Gp and Gq , Vp \ Vq ¼ f, and (3)
Ep ¼ fðu; vÞju; v 2 Vp ; ðu; vÞ 2 Eg.
Sub-graph distance array. We find a pivotal vertex cp for
each sub-graph Gp , whose maximum distance to any other
vertices is minimum among all vertices in the sub-graph,
i.e., cp ¼ arg minv2Vp maxv0 2Vp ;v6¼v0 dðv; v0 Þ. Then we construct
the jVp j-sized distance array for Gp , each array element
is the distance from a graph vertex vs in Vp to cp , i.e., avs ¼
dðcp ; vs Þ for vs 2 Vp .
Inter-sub-graph distance matrix. For all the sub-graphs, we
build a distance matrix M, and each matrix element
mpq ¼ dðcp ; cq Þ is the distance between the pivotal vertex cp
of sub-graph Gp and the pivotal vertex cq of sub-graph Gq .
Distance upper bound. The upper bound of the network
distance dðvs ; vt Þ between vertices vs and vt can be estimated
as follows.

vs ; vt in same sub-graph
a vs þ a vt
UBðdðvs ; vt ÞÞ ¼
avs þ mpq þ avt
vs 2 Vp ; vt 2 Vq ; p 6¼ q:
(7)

Fig. 6. Index for upper bound.

Note the the upper bound can also be used to generate
3
the candidate sets D"
j and Dj in Equations (5) and (6). We
3
" 3
1
can use ðp10  1ÞUBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ instead of ðp0  1Þdðrj ; rj Þ.
Although the candidate set may be enlarged as the righthand sides of Equations (5) and (6) are enlarged into
3
ðp1  1ÞUBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ, the verification time of extra candi0
date pairs can be efficiently reduced by avoiding the expensive shortest route computation, as verified by the
experimental results in Section 6.

Example 9. The road network in our running example can
be partitioned into three sub-graphs G1 , G2 , and G3 , as
illustrated in Fig. 6. The pivotal vertices (bold), the distance arrays and matrix are sequentially established. For
vertices v1 ; v7 2 G1 , dðv1 ; v7 Þ ¼ 10, UBðdðv1 ; v7 ÞÞ ¼ av1 þ
av7 ¼ 6 þ 5 ¼ 11. For vertices v2 2 G1 and v10 2 G3 , dðv2 ;
v10 ÞÞ ¼ 11, UBðdðv2 ; v10 ÞÞ ¼ av2 þ m13 þ av10 ¼ 7 þ 5 þ 1 ¼ 13.
Complexity of the Index Structure. The distance array and
pivotal vertex of each sub-graph Gp take OðjVp jÞ space, and
the distance matrix takes OðjS G j2 Þ where jS G j is the number
of sub-graphs. Therefore, the overall space complexity is
P
3
2
2
Gp 2S G OðjVp jÞ þ OðjS G j Þ ¼ OðjV jÞ þ OðjS G j Þ. It takes OðjVp j Þ
time to construct the sub-graph distance array for a subgraph Vp , and OðjS G j2 Þ time to construct the inter-sub-graph
distance matrix. Since we focus on the static problem, there
is no maintenance cost for different drivers/riders sets.

4.2.2 Upper/Lower Bounds of SRP of hdi ; rj i
We discuss how to compute the upper and lower bounds
for SRP of a driver-rider pair hdi ; rj i.
First, based on the definition of SRP, we have
pðdi ; rj Þ ¼

3
dðr"
j ; rj Þ

3 3
"
" 3
dðd"
i ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; di Þ
3
dðr"
j ; rj Þ

3 3
"
" 3
LBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ LBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ

(8)
:

"
For the righthand side of Equation (8), as LBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ þ
3 3
LBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ  0, the numerator is no greater than the
3
denominator. If we enlarge dðr"
j ; rj Þ in the numerator and
3
the denominator into UBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ simultaneously, the
increment of the numerator is greater than the increment of
the denominator, thus
3
UBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ
pðdi ; rj Þ
3 3 : (9)
"
" 3
LBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ þ UBðdðrj ; rj ÞÞ þ LBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ
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a best-first method which first accesses the drivers with
large probabilities in the top-k results and prunes the drivers not in the top-k results (Section 5.2 ).

5.1 An Expansion-Based Method
Given a rider rj , for each driver di , their SRP only depends
on the distance between their sources and the distance
between their destinations, based on the definition of SRP
dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j

(

;r"
Þþdðr"
;r3
Þþdðr3
;d3
Þ
dðd"
j
j
i
i
j
j

Fig. 7. Expansion-based algorithm for Search-basedRS.

Therefore, we can establish an upper bound of pðdi ; rj Þ:
UBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ ¼

"
LBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ

3
UBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ

þ

3
UBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ

þ

3 :
LBðdðr3
j ; di ÞÞ

). Thus the drivers with closer

source and destination to rj ’s source and destination have
larger SRP values. Thus we access the drivers in D"
j and
3
"
sorted
by
the
network
distance
to
r
and
r
in
ascendD3
j
j
j
ing order respectively. Obviously, the first accessed drivers
have large probability to be in the top-k results. Suppose
3
3
"
th
D"
j ½z (Dj ½z) denotes the z closest drivers to rj (rj ).
We utilize the Dijkstra algorithm to progressively access
3
drivers that are close to r"
j and rj respectively, by expend3
3
"
ing from r"
j and rj . Thus we can access Dj ½z and Dj ½z in
an ascending order of the network distance. We use a priority queue Q to keep the current top-k results. Qk denotes the
3
0
kth largest SRP value in Q. For d ¼ D"
j ½z, d ¼ Dj ½z, we
3 03
" "
use dðd ; rj Þ and dðrj ; d Þ to compute an SRP bound:
dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j

Þþdðr"
;r3
Þþdðr3
;d03 Þ
dðd" ;r"
j
j
j
j

, and compare it with Qk :

if the bound is smaller than Qk , the algorithm terminates and the results in Q are the final results
On the other hand, we have
(Ckj ¼ Q), because all the drivers after d and d0 cannot
3
be a top-k answer or has been added into Q;
dðr"
j ; rj Þ
pðdi ; rj Þ 
(2) otherwise, we compute pðd; rj Þ and pðd0 ; rj Þ of d and
3 3 : (11)
" "
" 3
UBðdðdi ; rj ÞÞ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ UBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ
d0 . If these SRP values are larger than Qk , we use
" 3
them to update Q.
If we shrink dðrj ; rj Þ in the numerator and the denomi3
Algorithm 3 (as shown in Fig. 7) shows the pseudo code
;
r
ÞÞ
simultaneously,
nator of Equation (11) into LBðdðr"
j
j
the reduction of the numerator is smaller than the reduction of the expansion-based method for Search-basedRS. The
initial SRP bound is computed using the driver with the
of the denominator, thus
3
LBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ
closest source to rj ’s source location D"
j [1] and the driver
pðdi ; rj Þ 
(12)
:
3 3
" "
" 3
UBðdðdi ; rj ÞÞ þ LBðdðrj ; rj ÞÞ þ UBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ
[1]
with the closest destination to rj ’s destination D3
j
(line 3). During the expansion, for a newly computed
3
0
bound value using d ¼ D"
And we can establish a lower bound of pðdi ; rj Þ
j ½z and d ¼ Dj ½z, if the bound
value is smaller than the current kth largest SRP value in
3
Q, Qk , all the top-k matching drivers have been found, the
LBðdðr"
j ; rj ÞÞ
LBðpðdi ; rj ÞÞ ¼
3 3 : algorithm terminates (lines 6-7); Otherwise, the shared
" "
" 3
UBðdðdi ; rj ÞÞ þ LBðdðrj ; rj ÞÞ þ UBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ
route percentages between d and rj , and d0 and rj are com(13) puted to update Q (line 8). Then the algorithm finds the
next closest d and d0 to update the SRP bound (line 9) and
Example 10. In our running example, p3 ¼ 0:6 for driver d3 ;
compares it with Qk in the next iteration.
for hd3 ; r1 i, UBðpðd3 ; r1 ÞÞ ¼ 0:75, LBðpðd3 ; r1 ÞÞ ¼ 0:50. Since
We can prove that Ck computed using the above expanLBðpðd3 ; r1 ÞÞ < p3 < UBðpðd3 ; r1 ÞÞ, d3 is considered as a sion-based method is jcorrect, that is, the top-k optimal
candidate driver for r1 .
matching drivers are contained in Ckj . Theorem 2 guarantees
the completeness of Ckj .
5 EXACT METHOD FOR SEARCH-BASED RS
Theorem 2. For rider rj , Ckj generated using the expansion-based
For Search-basedRS, given a rider rj who posts a search
method is correct.
request, a straightforward method first computes its candi- Proof. We prove by contradiction and prove that when the
3
terminating condition is met, there is no driver in DnCkj
date driver set C~j ¼ D"
j \ Dj , then enumerates every driver
with a higher SRP value than any of the drivers in Ckj .
di in C~j , computes the SRP value and returns the top-k driv(10)

ers with the largest SRP values. However, if there are large
numbers of candidate drivers, it is expensive to compute
the shortest-route distances for all candidate drivers. To
address this problem, we propose an expansion-based
method that progressively accesses the candidates in C~j and
prunes unnecessary drivers (Section 5.1). We then propose

(1)

Let Qk ¼ dk , pðdk ; rj Þ ¼
pðdk ; rj Þ ¼

dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j

dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" "
" 3
;d3
Þ
dðdk ;rj Þþdðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
j
k

, and

, for any driver dk 2 DnCkj .

Þþdðr"
;r3
Þþdðr3
;d3 Þ
dðd" ;r"
j
j
j
j
k

k

If dk was one of the top-k drivers for rj , we should
3 3
"
have pðdk ; rj Þ pðdk ; rj Þ, and dðd"
k ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; dk Þ 
3 3
" "
dðdk ; rj Þ þ dðrj ; dk Þ, meaning that dk should appear
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Fig. 8. Expansion-based example for Search-basedRS.
3
earlier than dk in either D"
j or Dj , which is contradictory
with the real order of dk and dk .
Therefore, the expansion-based method is correct. t
u

Complexity. We utilize the Dijkstra algorithm to compute
the next closest drivers, and the complexity is OðjEjÞ. Suppose we use G-tree to compute the shortest routes, the complexity is Oðlog f jVl j jV jÞ. Suppose the algorithm terminates
in y iterations. The complexity of the expansion-based
method is OðjCj j þ ðjEj þ log f jVl j jV jÞyÞ.

Example 11. We illustrate the expansion-based method in
Fig. 8, where triangles/squares are source/destination
3
locations. Let k ¼ 2. For rj , D"
j ½1 ¼ d1 , Dj ½1 ¼ d2 , as Q
is empty, we directly enqueue d1 and d2 into Q, Q1 ¼ d1 ;
3
Q2 ¼ d2 . Next, D"
j ½2 ¼ d3 , Dj ½2 ¼ d5 , the bound
dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" "
" 3
;d3
Þ
dðd3 ;rj Þþdðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
j
5

is larger than Q2 , thus we compute

dðr"
;r3
Þ
j
j
" "
" 3
;d3
Þ
dðd4 ;rj Þþdðrj ;rj Þþdðr3
j
4

> Q2 , and the expansion is termi-

pðd3 ; rj Þ and pðd5 ; rj Þ, and enqueue them to Q. Now
3
Q1 ¼ d3 ; Q2 ¼ d5 . D"
j ½3 ¼ d4 , Dj ½3 ¼ d4 , the new bound
nated. Finally Ckj ¼ fd3 ; d5 g are the top 2 matching drivers
for rj . Any other drivers, e.g., d6 , can not be a possible
top-k matching, and are effectively excluded.

5.2 A Best-First Method
The expansion-based method requires to utilize the Dijkstra
algorithm in the expansion, which may be expensive. In this
section, we propose a best-first method which utilizes
bounds to identify the “best” drivers that have high probabilities in the top-k results.Pre-processing C~j . First, we gen3
erate rj ’s candidate drivers set C~j using ðp10  1Þdðr"
j ; rj Þ
similar to the method in the Join-basedRS model. For each
candidate driver di 2 C~j , we compute
3 3
"
" 3
UBðdi Þ ¼ UBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ UBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ;

(14)

and
3 3
"
" 3
LBðdi Þ ¼ LBðdðd"
i ; rj ÞÞ þ dðrj ; rj Þ þ LBðdðrj ; di ÞÞ;

(15)

where upper bounds of network distances are computed
using the partition-based index in Section 4.2 and lower
bounds are estimated by Euclidean distances.
Pruning. We order all the UBðdi Þ values ascendantly. Let
UBk denote the kth smallest UBðdi Þ. Then we can remove the
drivers(e.g., di0 ) whose lower bounds are larger than UBk
(LBðdi0 Þ > UBk ).Computing the top-k matching drivers. We use

Fig. 9. Best-first algorithm for Search-basedRS.

a priority queue Q to keep the current top-k drivers result.
Obviously the driver with smaller lower bounds should
have larger probability to be in the top-k results. Thus for
each unpruned driver di , we access them in ascending
order by LBðdi Þ and compute pðdi ; rj Þ, and compare it with
Qk . If pðdi ; rj Þ > Qk , we enqueue di to Q to update the
top-k result. Finally the results in Q are the top-k matching
drivers (Ckj ¼ Q).
Algorithm 4 (as shown in Fig. 9) shows the pseudo code
of the best-first method for Search-basedRS. Function
Candidate SetGen first generates the set of candidate drivers C~j for rider rj (line 2). Then the upper bounds and lower
bounds of total traveled network distances by drivers in C~j
are computed (line 3). Any driver d whose lower bound of
total traveling network distance for sharing ride with rider
rj that is larger than the kth smallest upper bound of the
total network distance traveled by another driver d0 can not
be the top-k matching drivers, they can be safely pruned
(line 4). For each unpruned driver di , if the lower bound of
di ’s traveled network distance is larger than the total distance traveled by the driver of Qk , di and drivers with larger
lower bounds of total traveled network distance can not be
the top-k matching drivers, they can be safely pruned (lines
6-7). Otherwise, if di is a valid driver for rj and the SRP
value pðdi ; rj Þ is better than Qk , di is enqueued to Q (line 10)
to produce the final result (line 12).
Complexity. The computations of UBðdi Þ and LBðdi Þ take
Oð1Þ time. Suppose we use G-tree to compute the shortest
routes, the complexity is Oðlog f jVl j jV jÞ. Suppose the algorithm terminates in y iterations. The complexity of the bestfirst method is OðjCj j þ log f jVl j jV jyÞ.

Example 12. Suppose we want to find the top-3 drivers from
Cj ¼ fd1 ; d2 ; d3 ; d4 ; d5 g for a rider rj . The upper bounds
UBðdi Þ and lower bounds LBðdi Þ for 1 i 5 are:
13; 15; 10; 11; 19, and 12; 14; 9; 7; 16. UB3 ¼ UBðd1 Þ ¼ 13. For
d2 and d5 , LBðd2 Þ ¼ 14 > UB3 , LBðd5 Þ ¼ 16 > UB3 , thus d2
and d5 cannot be one of the top-3 drivers, they are discarded
(pðd2 ; rj Þ ¼ 13:2, pðd5 ; rj Þ ¼ 17). The remaining drivers are
d1 , d3 and d4 . We compute their exact SRP values and
enqueue them to Q. Therefore, the result Ckj ¼ fd1 ; d3 ; d4 g.
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TABLE 2
Test Data Sets
Data Set Num. of Trajectories Average Trajectory Length (km)
Taxi
UCar

200,000
1,267,000

6.128
11.607

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct experiments on real datasets to
evaluate the performance of algorithms and the quality of
our approximate algorithms.
Datasets. We use a real road network of Beijing with
338,024 vertices and 440,525 edges. We use two ride-sharing
datasets, Taxi (www.datatang.com/data/45888) and UCar
(www.zhuanche.zuche.com, a commercial service like
Uber). Taxi contains about 200,000 trajectories of user
orders generated by more than 8,000 public taxicabs in one
month in Beijing. UCar contains 1,267,000 trajectories of
user orders generated by nearly 2,000 private drivers within
one week in Beijing. We extract the pick-up and drop-off
locations from Taxi and UCar and randomly assign them
to a set of drivers and a set of riders. All tests are performed
separately on the drivers/riders sets generated from Taxi
and UCar. We use normal distribution to model the distribution of the SRP requirement (pi ) of each driver, and
p0 pi 1. First, given p0 , the average of the normal distribution of random variable x is set to p0 , and the variance is
1  p0 . Then we use normal distribution to generate a value
of x. If x 1, we set pi ¼ x; If x > 1, we set pi ¼ 1. We also
tested other distributions of pi , such as uniform distribution, and our experimental results indicated that the distribution of pi had little impact on the performance of our
algorithms on efficiency and effectiveness. Besides, normal
distribution was more practical for such scenario, and thus
we used normal distribution of pi .
Experimental Setting. All of the algorithms are implemented in C++ with -O3 flag. All the experiments are conducted in a machine with 2.40 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E52630, 48 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 14.04.
Algorithms. Table 3 summarises the complexities of our
proposed algorithms. The approximate guarantee of the
approximate algorithm for Join-basedRS is t.

6.1 Evaluating Join-Based RS
In this section, we evaluate the Join-basedRS techniques.
We implemented two strategies: (1) Exact: the exact method
in Section 3 that uses exact shortest routes of riders to generate candidate driver-rider set and uses bigraph matching
algorithms to compute the precise matching P  . (2) Appr:
the approximate solution in Section 4 that uses bounds of
riders’ shortest routes to construct the upper and lower
bound bigraphs GU and GL , and uses the converged LBðP Þ
as the approximate answer for P  . We evaluate the efficiency, effectiveness, and their trends by varying p0 (the
minimal shared route percentage by all drivers), t (the
bound ratio threshold for UBðP Þ=LBðP Þ in Appr iteration)
and h (the number of upper/lower bound bigraph edges to
update into exact shared percentages in each iteration of
Appr). By default, p0 ¼ 0:8, t ¼ 1:5 and h ¼ 100 for our
Join-basedRS algorithms, and k ¼ 3, p0 ¼ 0:7 for the
Search-basedRS algorithms. We use the G-tree algorithm
when computing shortest routes.
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TABLE 3
Algorithm Complexity (y is the Iteration Times Before an
Algorithm Terminates, h is the Number of Edges to
Update to Real SRP)
RS Problem
Join-based

6
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Search-based

Method
Exact

Complexity
~ þ ðjRj þ jDjÞ2 jCjÞ
~
~0 j þ log f jV j jV jjCj
OðjC
l

Approximate

Oðyhlog f jVl j jV j þ yðjRj þ jDjÞÞ

Baseline
Expansion
Best-first

Oðlog f jVl j jV jjCj jÞ
OðjCj j þ ðjEj þ log f jVl j jV jÞyÞ
OðjCj j þ log f jVl j jV jyÞ

6.1.1 Test1: Efficiency
We evaluate the efficiency by fixing the number of riders
and varying the number of drivers, and vice versa. The running time is composed of two parts: candidate set generation (i.e., bigraph construction) and bigraph matching (for
Appr the matching time is the converging time for making
UBðP Þ
t). Figs. 10a and 10b show the results on Taxi dataLBðP Þ
set and Figs. 10c and 10d show the results on the UCar dataset. Each bar in the figures corresponds to a total running
time of a compared strategy for certain number of drivers/
riders. The upper part of a bar is the bigraph construction
time, and the lower part of a bar is the bigraph matching
time. The driver grouping optimazation is applied in the
reported results, and on average its efficiency improvement
increases linearly as the total number of drivers increases.
We have the following observations. First, Appr effectively improves the overall efficiency, it runs 6 times and 5
times faster than Exact for Taxi and UCar respectively.
The efficiency improvement is achieved by avoiding shortest route computations in the bigraph construction step,
and the upper/lower bounds converging technique in the
bigraph matching step. Second, with the increasing of dataset size, the efficiency improvement by Appr becomes more
significant, because more shortest routes and SRP calculations are avoided, demonstrating ability to scale to large
dataset. Third, the candidate set generation time takes
larger part in the overall running time on the UCar dataset
than on the Taxi dataset. This is because orders in the
UCar dataset has longer route distances and larger searching area for drivers, and thus a single rider has more candidate drivers than in the Taxi dataset and takes the higher
ratio of candidate set generation time in the overall running
time. Fourth, the matching time is greatly reduced by Appr
compared with that in Exact, because the expensive exact
bigraph matching process is eliminated.
In all, Appr demonstrates notable ability to improve the
efficiency for Join-basedRS.
6.1.2 Test2: Effectiveness
We use the summary of all shared route percentage of
matched driver-rider pairs as matching results to indicate
the effectiveness. The closer LBðP Þ is to P  , the higher the
approximate ratio, the better the approximation methods.
Figs. 11a and 11b show the results on Taxi dataset and
Figs. 11c and 11d show the results on the UCar dataset,
where the y-axis ”Match Result” is the total shared route
percentage of each matched bigraph.
We have the following observations. First, the approximate answers by Appr are within 93.5-96.3 percent and 94.1-
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Fig. 10. Test1 - Join-basedRS efficiency by varying # of riders/drivers (p0 ¼ 0:8, t ¼ 1:5, h ¼ 100).

Fig. 11. Test2 - Join-basedRS effectiveness by varying # of riders/drivers (p0 ¼ 0:8, t ¼ 1:5, h ¼ 100).

Fig. 12. Test3 - Join-basedRS by varying p0 (50,000 drivers, 50,000 riders, t ¼ 1:5, h ¼ 100).

95.9 percent to the exact answer on Taxi and UCar respectively. The approximating ability is attributable to bound
convergence technique of Appr. Second, the approximate
answers for smaller datasets are closer to the precise answer
because larger portion of bigraph edges are updated to
exact SRP values in each upper/lower bound convergence
P
iteration. Third, the approximate rate, i.e., LBðP
Þ, is always
bounded within the predefined threshold t, and are much
smaller as illustrated by our experimental results.
In all, the approximate answers by Appr are close enough
to accurate answers and can be achieved faster.

6.1.3 Test3: Impact of the Minimal SRP Value p0
We evaluate how the global shared route percentage constraint p0 affects the overall matching result and the running
time. Figs. 12a and 12b show the results on Taxi dataset
and Figs. 12c and 12d show the results on the UCar dataset.
We have the following observations. First, as p0
increases, the running time of both Exact and Appr
decreases. This is because larger p0 constraints for drivers
correspond to higher selectivity, i.e., fewer candidate drivers for each rider and less bigraph edges, and therefore
faster candidate generation and matching. Second, the
improvement of runtime efficiency by Appr over Exact is
more obvious with smaller p0 values than with larger p0
values, where the selectivity of p0 contributes less to
improving efficiency, demonstrating the speeding power of
Appr. Third, as p0 increases, the approximate rate increases
for the Taxi dataset. This is because edge numbers are
reduced in both upper bound bigraph and lower bound
bigraph, resulting in a smaller gap between UBðP Þ and
LBðP Þ, and closer converged LBðP Þ to precise answer P  . In
the meantime, the overall matching value is reduced as p0

increases, indicating that the p0 value should be set prudently to achieve overall requirement.
In all, Appr can achieve high performance (less than 100
seconds) for different p and can be used in practice.

6.1.4 Test4: Impact of the Graph Bound Threshold t
We evaluate the trends of matching time and approximate
ratio of Appr versus Exact as t varies. Figs. 13a and 13b and
Figs. 13c and 13d show the results on the Taxi and UCar
datasets.
We have the following observations. First, the matching time of Appr keeps decreasing as t increases, while
Exact is not affected as it uses exact bigraph matching
technique. This is because larger t means larger tolerance
on the approximate answer, and less convergence time
for UBðP Þ=LBðP Þ to approach t. Second, the approximate
ratio decreases as t increases, and the decreasing trend
is more obvious for t 1:5 than for t > 1:5. Again, this
is attributable to the approximation tolerance introduced
by different t values.
In all, for Appr, for t between 1 and 2, the matching quality is similar, around 95 percent. A larger threshold leads to
higher performance.
6.1.5

Test5: Impact of the Edge Numbers h between
Iterations for Appr
We evaluate how the h parameter affects the convergence of
Appr. Figs. 14a and 14b show the results on the Taxi and
UCar datasets.
We observe that the more edges are updated into exact
SRP values in both the upper bound and lower bound
Þ
bigraphs, the faster that UBðP
LBðP Þ converges to t. The efficiency
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Fig. 13. Test4 - Join-basedRS by varying t (50,000 drivers, 50,000 riders, p0 ¼ 0:8, h ¼ 100).

improvement of Appr over Exact is more obvious on the
Taxi dataset than on the UCar dataset because the average
network distance for UCar orders is longer than that of the
Taxi orders, which results in larger candidate sets, and
thus larger bigraphs and longer matching time.
We do not evaluate the quality because different h values
will not affect the quality.

6.2 Evaluating Search-Based RS
In this section, we evaluate Search-basedRS techniques.
We implement three strategies: (1) Baseline: the baseline
algorithm that searches all possible candidate drivers,
computes all SRP values and selects the top k drivers
for a given rider. (2) Expansion: Algorithm 3 in Section 5,
the expansion-based method that gradually increases
the candidate drivers set for a single passenger. (3)
Best-first: Algorithm 4 in Section 5 that only computes
k driver-rider shared route percentages in the best scenario. We conduct three groups of tests to evaluate the
impact of efficiency by varying one of the following
three parameters while fixing the other two: number of
drivers, k and p0 .
6.2.1 Test6: Impact on Efficiency by Number of Drivers
We evaluate the runtime efficiency by varying the number
of drivers (p0 ¼ 0:7, k ¼ 3), and . Figs. 15a and 15b show the
results on the Taxi and UCar datasets.
We have the following observations. First, Best-first
has the highest efficiency, and Expansion runs faster
than Baseline. Best-first runs 6 times faster than
Baseline on the Taxi dataset, and 3 times faster on the
UCar dataset. This is because Best-first does not need to
compute all the pðdi ; rj Þ values for each di 2 Cj of the single
rider rj , drivers whose lower bounds LBðdi Þ are larger than
the kth biggest SRP value (QðkÞ) so far are directly discarded.
Expansion beats Baseline because the expansion stops
when the size of the intersection of the candidate driver list
3
for r"
j and the candidate driver list for rj reaches k, thus

Fig. 14. Test5 - Join-basedRS efficiency by varying h (50,000 drivers,
50,000 riders, p0 ¼ 0:8; t ¼ 1:5).

avoiding calculation of SRP values for all the excluded drivers. Best-first outperforms Expansion because the expansion process is more expensive than the bound-based
method adopted by Best-first. Second, the efficiency
improvements by Best-first and Expansion are more obvious on the Taxi dataset than on the UCar dataset. For
Best-first this is because on average the UCar dataset has
larger candidate searching area and thus more candidate
drivers, and accordingly, the portion of drivers whose lower
bounds LBðdi Þ are larger than QðkÞ in the whole Cj set is lower
than that of the Taxi dataset, introducing more exact SRP
computations and thus higher average running time.
The reason for Expansion is similar, larger candidate searching area introduces more must-check candidate drivers.
Third, both Best-first and Expansion have better scalability than Baseline. As the number of available drivers
increases, the time consumption of Best-first and
Expansion increases slower than Baseline. The reason is
that Baseline always computes all exact SRP values for all
the valid candidate drivers, while the pruning power of
Best-first and Expansion becomes more obvious, i.e.,
the more avoidance of exact SRP computations, the more
time reduction.
In addition, the answers returned by Best-first and
Expansion methods are always consistent with that of
Baseline, the exact solution, demonstrating the correctness.

6.2.2 Test7: Impact on Efficiency by k
We evaluate the search performance by varying k (p0 ¼ 0:7,
50000 drivers). Figs. 16a and 16b show the results on the
Taxi and UCar datasets.
We have the following observations. First, for each k
value, Best-first runs faster than Baseline and
Expansion, because of the pruning power analyzed in
Test6. Second, as k increases, the runtime increasing rates of
Best-first and Expansion are much slower than
Baseline, which is also attributed to the effective pruning
power.

Fig. 15. Test6 - Search-basedRS efficiency by varying # of drivers
(p0 ¼ 0:7, k ¼ 3).
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Fig. 16. Test7 - Search-basedRS efficiency by varying k (50,000 drivers,
p0 ¼ 0:7).

6.2.3 Test8: Impact on Efficiency by p0
We evaluate the search performance by varying p0 (k ¼ 3,
100000 drivers). Figs. 17a and 17b show the results on the
Taxi and UCar datasets.
We have the following observations. First, for most p0
values, Best-first and Expansion always run faster than
Baseline, because of the effective pruning techniques of
Best-first and Expansion as analyzed in Test6. Second, as
p0 increases, the average runtime for all three strategies
decrease because of increased selectivity of larger p0 values
and less number of candidates. Third, the performance
improvement of Best-first and Expansion over Baseline
is more obvious for smaller p0 values (i.e., p0 0:85) than
for larger p0 values, because smaller p0 values correspond
to larger searching areas of drivers, thus achieving better
pruning powers of Best-first and Expansion.
In all, the Best-first method is the most efficient and
scalable technique for Search-basedRS.

7

RELATED WORKS

7.1 Ride-Sharing
The ride-sharing problem has gained increasing attention in
both the academic and the industrial communities [4], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], where the goal is to match drivers and riders on a real-time basis, within the riders’ time
windows and drivers’ capacities [12], [14], [15], [17], [18].
In the auction-based framework of [12], drivers can automatically bid on nearby riders’ requests, so that the server
assigns each rider to the highest bidder(driver), taking into
consideration both the rider’s and the driver’s constraints,
such as pricing model, vehicle capacity, profits, etc. In [14],
ride requests are prioritized according to their expiration
time. Heuristics such as saving gains and greedy grouping
are used to group ride requests and assign them to certain
drivers. The grouping problem is solved by continuous
stream query and extended to parallel algorithm to handle
large-scale on-line ride requests. [17] studies a similar ridesharing problem, focusing on the satisfaction rate and
approximate routes, among which one greedy route is provided to meet the ride request. In [16], methods to generate
shared transportation plans are reviewed, and the problem
is then deemed as an agent collaboration model, where multiple agents and market-based incentives are coordinated
for the key challenges. In [13] a distributed taxi-sharing system is proposed, and empirically studied. The service quality is similar to traditional taxis. In [15], to provide fast
response time, trip requests with waiting and service time
constraints are served in a sequential style, i.e., the requests
are assigned to drivers one by one, such that for each driver,
the total traveling time of the ride-sharing schedule is
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Fig. 17. Test8 - Search-basedRS efficiency by varying p0 (100,000 drivers, k ¼ 3).

bounded in a set range versus the traveling time without
sharing. Valid schedule plans for each driver are kept in a
kinetic tree structure. Given a new ride request, the matching vehicle is the one with the minimum traveling cost
increase. The matching mechanism is local optimal as a
matched rider is not available to be matched to other drivers
anymore. In [18], riders and drivers arrive and leave independently. For each sharing schedule, riders pay no more
than without sharing and drivers earn no less than not sharing. Given a new ride request, the best driver is assigned
with the time and monetary constraints satisfied. The algorithm can be extended to handle large-scale ride requests,
while it is not necessary to reorder schedules, as the tradeoff between increased time consumption and the effectiveness is unworthy.
Our solution is different from above works. First, the
contexts are different. Most existing works study how to
allocate vehicle capacities between riders, ignoring the drivers’ own travel needs; in contrast, we acknowledge that
both riders and drivers have travel needs, and study two
types of such ride-sharing problems to fit into different circumstances. Second, we recognize the economy of sharing,
and propose algorithms to maximize the overall resource
utilization. Third, our algorithms can properly handle
large-scale ride-sharing problems, where we use the
bigraph matching and the top-k models and their approximations to achieve efficiency.

7.2 Spatial Crowdsourcing
Ride-sharing can be considered as one of spatial crowdsourcing applications, where spatial task assignment is a closelyrelated topic. For static scenarios, the assignment problem
can be regarded as the classical maximum weighted bipartite
graph matching problem [19], while this is not suitable
for dynamic scenarios where tasks and workers appear
dynamically and the whole bigraph cannot be known in
advance. Tong et al. [20] experimentally study the online
minimum bipartite matching in real time spatial data
(OMBM) problem, where workers are predefined and tasks
arrive on a real-time basis.
In [21], the Global Online Micro-task Allocation in spatial
crowdsourcing (GOMA) problem is identified, and a twophase framework with 14-competitive ratio assuming random order model is proposed, to address the need to immediately match tasks and workers upon their arrival.
The problems in our paper are different from problems
in above works, as each spatial task (rider request) in our
settings has two related locations (source and destination)
to be considered during the driver/rider matching process,
while the tasks of [20] and [21] are characterized by one
location. Moreover, we consider the road-network distance.
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7.3 Route Recommendation
Route recommendation is a related topic to ride-sharing,
drivers can adopt the recommended routes instead of the
shortest routes. We review general-purpose route recommendation [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] and recommender systems for taxis [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35].
Popular routes. In [23], path desirability is evaluated by a
popularity function using historical trajectories. The recommended popular routes usually have fewer drivers
than routes provided by other algorithms. In [28], k popular routes are provided by mining trajectory datasets. The
recommendation routes are of coarse granularity, rather
than exact routes. [22] argues that system-recommended
routes may be different from users’ preference. Therefore,
personalized popular routes are mined from the user’s
own historical trajectory data, to reflect differentiated preferences. In [27], the most frequent paths in different time
periods are presented to users according to use-specified
time period.
Recommendation for taxi dispatching. Coarse-grained recommender systems [32], [33], [35], [36], [37] suggest driving
directions for drivers to pick up possible riders. In [30], [34],
[38], multiple drivers take turns to get the recommended
routes. A fair driver recommendation model is proposed in
[31], the goal is to assign routes to a group of competing
drivers on a fair basis. The driving cost per customer for
each taxi is kept constant to ensure the fairness. Each candidate route is scored according to the probability of successful custom pick-ups along this route, and a cost matrix is
assembled to fairly assign routes.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we define and study two types of ride-sharing problem and propose an efficient framework to
address the two problems. We first propose an exact algorithm for the Join-basedRS which can remove a large
number of invalid pairs and avoid computing their shortest routes. We then propose an approximate algorithm
that estimates an upper bound and a lower bound, and
approaches the two bounds by computing the shortest
routes for some rider-driver pairs. For Search-basedRS,
we propose a best-first algorithm to compute the top-k
results. Experimental study on two real-world datasets
demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms. In the future, we want to extend our method to
support dynamic settings where drivers and riders are
dynamically coming.
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